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HB1343, Libraries (as amended 2/14/19) 
From the Bill Digest: HB1343 provides that in the case of a public library outside Marion County, the fiscal 
body of a city, town or county that established a public library the governing body of which is not comprised 
of a majority of officials who are elected to serve on the governing body may adopt a resolution to require 
the public library to submit its proposed budget and property tax levy to the city, town or county fiscal body 
for binding review and approval in the same manner that is required under current law if the public library’s 
budget is increasing faster than the assessed valued growth quotient.  (Current law requires binding review 
and approval only if the library's budget is increasing faster than the assessed value growth quotient.)   

Note this bill was proposed by Reps. Leonard and Sullivan and was not supported by Indiana Library 
Federation. The original bill was amended to provide the fiscal body the option of requiring binding review 
on 2/14, when the bill passed out of committee (vote of 6-5) and moves to House floor.  

ILF Response to HB1343: We appreciate efforts to improve the bill through amendment. However, we 
remain opposed the bill, as our expressed concerns are still valid and the amendment creates additional 
concerns.  

Current law and rules provides processes for addressing local concerns. The amended bill: 

 raises additional concerns about subverting authority of other elected bodies that appoint to the library 
board.  

 disenfranchises certain taxpayers and communities where library districts overlap many jurisdictions.  

 intensifies an inherent conflict of interest in areas where the tax caps are in play, as it would benefit the 
council to reduce (or zero out) the library budget. Libraries, on average, are $0.04 of the average 
property tax dollar (see DLGF). 

 feels punitive and uneven. Currently, appointees from multiple elected bodies (Councils, Commissioners, 
School Boards) work collaboratively to execute library services and fiscal authority. This proposal would 
allow a council member with an agenda to require binding review and reduce library funding against the 
wishes of the other elected bodies with appointing power.  

Our originally expressed concerns are summarized below. 

 Library Boards are appointed by, and can be removed by, elected bodies.   

 Information on Gateway requires context. The financial information contained in reports on Gateway 
provides a level of transparency, but does not tell the complete story.  

 Current law and processes provide multiple levels of accountability and transparency for libraries. 
Libraries are required to follow budget and audit processes by Department of Local Government Finance 
(DLGF) and State Board of Accounts (SBOA) just like counties and other units of government. All 
important decisions must be reviewed and approved at public meetings, including library policies, 
salaries, budgets and monthly finances. Reports are available online at Indiana Gateway and Indiana 
State Library.  

 Libraries take their fiscal responsibilities seriously and plan for Rainy Day funds and Library 
Improvement Reserve Funds (LIRF) as allowed under the law to enable facility maintenance or capital 
projects without requiring an adjustment to the tax rate, new bonds or additional debt and to sustain 
during economic downturns.   

 
Finally, we agree that accountability and transparency are paramount and appreciate the opportunity to 
work with legislators on a solution that works for all communities.  
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